
INCOMPARABLE STEEL DOOR FRAME
SYSTEMS FROM THE LEADER
QUALITY. Assured by Timely’s nearly 46 
trendsetting years in the field.

VERSATILITY. 4 Casing design options, 
7 Standard colors and 30 Custom colors. 

SAFETY. Full 90-minute fire rating available.

STRENGTH & BEAUTY. Sturdy full perimeter 
anchoring plus matching Borrowed Lights 
and Sidelights.
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Timely frames are
frequently specified for

apartment communities.

The Timely touch
enhances major
office buildings
across the country.

Timely is the 
architect’s choice for 
Class A projects.

A WIDER-THAN-EVER CHOICE OF COLORS

HIGH PERFORMANCE FEATURESPROOF BY COMPARISON:
TIMELY IS NUMBER 1

www.timelyframes.com
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The total opening concept from Timely 
incorporates unique features, adding up to 
economical, attractive and stronger door 
installations.

1. Casing Corner Connector holds mitered
corners tight. MiterGard™ featured on TA-8
casings.

2. Adjustable Strike permits full 1/4"
adjustment, assures positive, rattle-free fit.

3. Full Width Aligning Tabs correctly align
uprights and header.

4. Pre-punched Fastener Holes mean easier
fastening.

5. Individually Attached Casing Clips assure
a snug casing fit that follows the irregularity
of walls.

6. Alignment Slot oval punch-outs allow visual
check of frame spacing and adjustment during
installation.

7. Hinge Reinforcement Plates are pierced 
instead of drilled resulting in over 40% more  
thread depth than Grade 1 Hollow Metal frames.

8. TA-10, TA-12, TA-25 Reinforcement Brackets
are one of many reinforcements for door 
guards, closers and other hardware applications.
Reversible Hardware Locations mean no 
handingin 6'8" heights.

Start with Timely’s fastening system. It gives
these prefinished steel frames a door holding
capability that equals or surpasses a 16 gauge
one-piece hollow metal frame. This super
strong full-perimeter fastening system, complete 
with accessories, is available in 18 or 20 gauge 
hot dipped galvanized steel (GalXC™). Installation 
is easy, due to a patented casing clip system.

Timely prefinished door frames with
applied-after casings are also considerably
more versatile than hollow metal frames. With
Timely, the most specialized design criteria are
met by a wide selection of “snap-lock” trims in
aluminum, stainless steel, steel and wood
(wood trims supplied by others) which can be
easily fastened to the basic steel frame. Timely
also fulfills requirements for lead-lined,
fire-resistant aluminum, steel adjustable or
pocket door frames.

When it comes to economy, Timely surpasses
hollow metal frames too. Because Timely
frames are prefinished, they can be installed
after the walls are painted eliminating the 
hazards associated with job-site painting, 
which can result in costly spills, poor 
touch-ups and disruption of work schedules. Our new GalXC™ material is now standard for all 

Timely door frames raising the quality and 
performance properties to the highest level at an 
exceptional value. GalXC is a Hot Dipped Galvanized 
product that provides superior corrosion resistance 
in the harshest environments while balancing 
outstanding surface, gauge, and shape quality.

Timely offers maximum savings in both labor
and materials. The frames are adaptable to
many different wall sizes and conditions and
sleeve over the wall after the wall is finished.
Installation can be accomplished in under
15 minutes.

Timely prefinished steel door frames have the
flexibility to go wherever your imagination takes
you in color coordination and interior design.

For unmatched quality and performance, look
to the proven leader—Timely.

WINTER WHITE (CC105)NAVAJO WHITE (CC104) WHITE WHITE (CC301)

WHITE SMOKE (CC302) BONE CHINA (CC303) DESIGNER WHITE (CC304) SNOW WHITE (CC311)BROWNTONE (SC101)

CHARCOAL (CC401) CAPE COD GRAY (CC402) NEUTRAL GRAY (CC403) NICKEL (CC404)AUTUMN BROWN (SC102)

DRIFTWOOD (CC501) SANDY BEACH (CC502) CAMEO BEIGE (CC503) THUNDER (CC511)BLACK (SC103)

BLACK BEAN (CC611) BROWN SUGAR (CC601)URBAN BRONZE (CC612) COCOA (CC602)STONE GRAY (SC106)

DOESKIN (CC603) HARVEST MOON (CC604) CORDOVAN (CC701) RUBY RED (CC702)WESTERN WHITE (SC107)

PACIFIC BLUE (CC801) TWILIGHT (CC802) JADE (CC901) KENTUCKY GRASS (CC902)ALUMATONE (SC108)

BLACK NICKEL (CC905)OCEAN SPRAY (CC811) MALIBU GREEN (CC904)PRIMER (SC109)

430 BRIGHT STAINLESS STEEL (ES204) 304 #4 BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL (ES206)

Custom color matching also available.  Submit color chip.  Consult factory for pricing. 

Colors shown may vary slightly.

ELIGHT SERIES

STANDARD
FINISHES

PRE-MATCHED 
CUSTOM 
FINISHES
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TA-12 TA-25TA-10
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A high performance Polyurethane coating is applied 
that provides excellent film hardness, abrasion 
resistance, corrosion and chemical resistance. 
Additional benefits are the superior color stability, 
chalk resistance, and gloss retention qualities.



NEW WORLDS OF DOOR 
FRAME DESIGN OPTIONS

TA-30TA-8 TIMELY DELIVERS UNSURPASSED
QUALITY WHEREVER IT’S NEEDED 

WALL SIZEMAXIMUM 
OPENING SIZE

WIDTH        HEIGHT      MIN  MAX
FRAME 
SERIES

4/0
4/0

10/0
9/0

33/8"
33/8"

13"
13"

C
S,C,M,A,**E

4/0 9/0 33/8" 13" S,C,M,A,**E

20 MIN.*
45 MIN. “C” LABEL
90 MIN. “B” LABEL

SINGLE SWING FRAMES

WALL SIZEMAXIMUM 
OPENING SIZE

WIDTH        HEIGHT      MIN  MAX
FRAME 
SERIES

4/0
4/0

5/0
5/0

33/4"
33/4"

13"
13"

S,C,E
C

45 MIN. “C” LABEL
90 MIN. “B” LABEL

FULL BOUND WITH DOOR

WALL SIZEMAXIMUM 
OPENING SIZE

WIDTH        HEIGHT      MIN  MAX
FRAME 
SERIES

8/0
8/0

9/0
9/0

33/8"
33/8"

13"
13"

S,M,C,E
S,M,C,E

20 MIN.
45 MIN. “C” LABEL
90 MIN. “B” LABEL

PAIR FRAMES

For 20 Min. Pair. use C Label Requirements

WALL SIZEMAXIMUM 
OPENING SIZE

WIDTH        HEIGHT      MIN  MAX
FRAME 
SERIES

6/0
6/0

8/0
8/0

33/4"
33/4"

91/8"
91/8"

A
A

45 MIN. “C” LABEL
90 MIN. “B” LABEL

ADJUSTABLE FRAMES

SIDELIGHT, BORROWED LIGHT AND GLAZED 
TRANSOMS “S” or “C” GAUGE.

Wood Casing permitted on sidelights or borrowed lights for 20 Min. 
without vertical or horizontal mullions in glass area.

Do not exceed maximum assembly size.
*Most building codes limit glass area to 1,296 sq. in.

Do not exceed 1,296 sq. in. without verifying with
local code authorities prior to specifiying or ordering

**Must be caulked using 100% Pure Silcone Sealant.

***Must use Firelight® glazing and install in a 5/8" wide glazing 
recess with 100% Pure Silcone Sealant.

TIMELY SIDELIGHTS AND
BORROWED LIGHTS

www.timelyframes.comPositive pressure testing available.

3/4         45 MIN           36"             54"    3 3/8"  13"       1296 SQ IN

GLASS
STOP
SIZE

EZIS LLAWGNITAR MAX ASSEMBLEY SIZE
10'-1"W  X 10'-1" H

GLASS
STOP
SIZE

RATING MAX ASSEMBLEY SIZE MULLIONS NOT PERMITTED
WALL SIZE

WIDTH        HEIGHT      MIN  MAX

WIDTH        HEIGHT      MIN  MAX

1/2         45 MIN           24"            107"    3 3/8"   13"     *2568 SQ IN
**1/2      45 MIN           36"             54"    3 3/8"   13"       1296 SQ IN

1/2      20 MIN          36"             36"    3 3/8"   13"       1296 SQ IN

NO STOP

MAX
GLASS 
AREA

MAX GLASS 
AREA

***1/2      60 MIN          36"             36"    3 3/8"   13"       1296 SQ IN

CODE ACCEPTABILITY, CERTIFICATION

*Negative pressure only
**Maximum openings over 4/0 x 8/0.

The Timely frame system offers the advantages
of a patented, sustained-tension clip which holds
the casing securely to the wall creating tight
miters. This system permits the use of the
following 4 versatile casing profiles and a choice
of wood trims supplied by others:

TA-8 Standard Steel Casing, widely admired for
its classic profile, enhances any home or office
setting.

TA-30 Colonial Steel Casing adds that special
warmth which distinguishes quality-built assisted
living, hotels and motels, offices, apartments and
homes. New TA-31N corner piece also featured.

TA-28 Aluminum Casing is a full width aluminum
casing without a reveal offering the advantages
of a steel door frame.

TA-23 Aluminum Casing displays the crisp
lines of an aluminum trim, while providing the
economy and strength of steel.

Adjustable Frame
For walls with varying thicknesses. Timely’s 
slide guide system allows its Adjustable frame 
to accommodate any wall thickness from 3 3/4" 
to 9 1/8" with only 3 closure strips. It can be 
prehung or used as a standard drywall frame.

GENERAL INFORMATION
All ratings are usable for steel
stud, wood stud, or masonry
construction (steel subbuck).

Wood or aluminum casing does
not affect ratings.

Single frames not prepared
for strikes must use TA-12 rim
panic strike reinforcement.

Fire ratings not approved for
deadbolt strike only.

Reinforcements are required
when using door closers to
maintain fire ratings.

Fire ratings not approved for
1 3/8" frames.

All ratings approved for
category “A” and “B” doors with
category “G” edge sealing.

The beauty and economy of the Timely frame sideLIGHT
and borrowed light system are available to meet most
glazed opening requirements. And because they’re
prefinished, they can be applied over finished walls.
As a result, costly time delays and special fabrication
are avoided.

TA28 TA23

Timely prefinished door frames can be attached to 
virtually any construction material including Wood Stud, 
Steel Stud and Drywall.

• Wood Stud/Stucco/Drywall  • Wood Stud/Brick/Drywall

• Steel Stud & Drywall            • Masonry/Sub-buck

• (Adjustable Frame) Wood Stud/Drywall/Sound Board

• Traditional Wood Stud/Drywall

In most common wall construction, the job involves 
sleeving the frame over the wall, hanging the premachined 
door, fastening the frame and snapping on the casing. 
In addition to fast positioning, Timely frames provide 
accurate fit.   

Adjustable 
Frame



www.timelyframes.com


